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Abstract
BACKGROUND
AIM

To verify the utility of fluorescent cholangiography for more rigorous identification
of the extrahepatic biliary system.

METHODS

MEDLINE and PubMed searches were performed using the key words “fluorescent
cholangiography”, “fluorescent angiography”, “intraoperative fluorescent imaging”,
and “laparoscopic cholecystectomy” in order to identify relevant articles published
in English, French, German, and Italian during the years of 2009 to 2014. Reference
lists from the articles were reviewed to identify additional pertinent articles. For
studies published in languages other than those mentioned above, all available
information was collected from their English abstracts. Retrieved manuscripts (case
reports, reviews, and abstracts) concerning the application of fluorescent
cholangiography were reviewed by the authors, and the data were extracted using a
standardized collection tool. Data were subsequently analyzed with descriptive
statistics. In contrast to classic meta-analyses, statistical analysis was performed
where the outcome was calculated as the percentages of an event (without
comparison) in pseudo-cohorts of observed patients.

RESULTS

A total of 16 studies were found that involved fluorescent cholangiography during
standard

laparoscopic

cholecystectomies

(n

=

11),

single-incision

robotic

cholecystectomies (n = 3), multiport robotic cholecystectomy (n = 1), and singleincision laparoscopic cholecystectomy (n = 1). Overall, these preliminary studies
indicated that this novel technique was highly sensitive for the detection of
important biliary anatomy and could facilitate the prevention of bile duct injuries.
The structures effectively identified before dissection of Calot’s triangle included the
cystic duct (CD), the common hepatic duct (CHD), the common bile duct (CBD), and
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the CD–CHD junction. A review of the literature revealed that the frequencies of
detection of the extrahepatic biliary system ranged from 71.4% to 100% for the CD,
33.3% to 100% for the CHD, 50% to 100% for the CBD, and 25% to 100% for the CD–
CHD junction. However, the frequency of visualization of the CD and the CBD were
reduced in patients with a body mass index > 35 kg/m2 relative to those with a body
mass index < 35 kg/m2 (91.0% and 64.0% vs 92.3% and 71.8%, respectively).

CONCLUSION

Fluorescent cholangiography is a safe procedure enabling real-time visualization of
bile duct anatomy and may become standard practice to prevent bile duct injury
during laparoscopic cholecystectomy.

Key words: Bile duct injury; Biliary anomalies; Extrahepatic biliary system;
Fluorescent cholangiography; Laparoscopic cholecystectomy

Core tip: Fluorescent cholangiography (FC) is a safe and effective novel procedure
that enables real-time visualization of the biliary system. Intraoperative FC has been
successfully performed during mini-invasive cholecystectomies in various studies,
including standard laparoscopic cholecystectomies, single incision cholecystectomies,
and robotic cholecystectomies. The primary aim of this review is to verify the utility
of this technique for more rigorous identification of the extrahepatic biliary system in
order to prevent bile duct injuries intraoperatively. The second aim is to illuminate
potential benefits and limitations in the application of FC.
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INTRODUCTION
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) is one of the most commonly performed surgical
procedures worldwide. Annually, more than 750000 procedures are performed in the
United States[1] and approximately 60000 in Japan[2]. Bile duct injury (BDI) is a rare
but very serious complication of LC, with an incidence of 0.3%-0.7%[3–7] and a
significant impact on quality of life and overall survival[8].
The high frequency of BDI with laparoscopic cholecystectomy was first considered
to be a consequence of the initial learning curve of the surgeon, but it later became
clear that the primary cause of BDI was misinterpretation of biliary anatomy (71%–97%
of all cases)[9]. Intraoperative cholangiography (IOC) has been advised by many
authors as the technique reduces the risk of BDI[1,4,6,10]. However, the procedure also
has inherent limitations and is therefore reserved for select cases[11,12]. Moreover,
worldwide consensus regarding the implementation of IOC is still lacking[13].
Hepatobiliary surgery has become increasingly safe as a result of considerable
progress in equipment, technology, perioperative management, and surgical
technique. Fluorescent cholangiography (FC) is a novel approach, which offers realtime intraoperative imaging of the biliary anatomy. The first intraoperative use of FC
in humans was described by Ishizawa et al[14] in 2010. The method involves the
administration of indocyanine green (ICG) by either intrabiliary injection or
intravenous injection 30 min before surgery. ICG binds to proteins present in bile and
is excreted exclusively by the liver when administered intravenously. The excitation
of protein-bound ICG by near-infrared light causes it to fluoresce, thereby
delineating components of the biliary system for the surgeon. Fluorescence and
imaging is achieved through a system consisting of a small control unit, a chargecoupled device camera, a xenon light source, and a 10 mm laparoscope containing
specially coated lenses that transmit near-infrared light.
Intraoperative FC has been successfully performed during mini-invasive
cholecystectomies in various studies, including standard LCs, single-incision
cholecystectomies (SILCs), and robotic cholecystectomies (RCs)[15,16–33]. The primary
aim of this review was to verify the utility of this technique for the intraoperative
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visualization of the extrahepatic biliary system in order to reduce the incidence of
BDIs. The second aim was to illuminate the potential benefits and relative limitations
of intraoperative FC.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Literature search
MEDLINE and PubMed searches were performed using the key words “fluorescent
cholangiography,” “fluorescent angiography,” “intraoperative fluorescent imaging,”
and “laparoscopic cholecystectomy” in order to identify relevant articles published
in English, French, German, and Italian from 2009 to 2014. Reference lists from the
articles were reviewed to identify additional relevant articles. For studies published
in languages other than those mentioned above, all available information was taken
from their English abstracts. All studies that contained material applicable to the
topic were considered. Retrieved manuscripts (case reports, reviews, and abstracts)
were reviewed by the authors, and the data were extracted using a standardized
collection tool. Data were analyzed using descriptive statistics.
Statistical analysis
In contrast to classic meta-analyses, the outcome is defined here as the percentages of
an event (without comparison) in pseudo-cohorts of observed patients. Overall
proportions can be estimated from the weighted mean of percentages measured in
each study. The weight in this case is derived from the number of subjects included
in the study out of the total number of subjects in all studies, which is inverse of the
variance in the classic meta-analyses. The confidence interval is calculated through
the use of the normal distribution to approximate the binomial probabilities given
that the condition “product of the probability and sample size (np) is more than 5” is
fulfilled.

RESULTS
Identification of biliary system with FC
5

At the time of this review, a total of 16 studies were found which involved FC during
standard LCs (n = 11), single-incision RCs (SIRCs; n = 3), multiport RCs (n = 1), and
SILC (n = 1).
The detection rates of major extrahepatic biliary structures with FC during
laparoscopic or robotic cholecystectomy before dissection of Calot’s triangle are
summarized in Table 1. Overall, the potential of this novel technique for the
detection of important biliary anatomy was revealed in these preliminary studies.
The structures successfully identified before dissection of Calot’s triangle included
the cystic duct (CD), the common hepatic duct (CHD), the common bile duct (CBD),
and the CD–CHD junction. A review of the literature revealed that the rates of
detection of extrahepatic biliary system with this strategy ranged from 71.4 to 100%
for CD, 33.3% to 100% for CHD, 50.0% to 100% for CBD, and 25.5% to 100% for the
CD-CHD junction, with weighted averages of 96.2%, 78.1%, 72.0%, and 86.0%,
respectively (Table 1).
Daskalaki et al[19] published the largest series to date of RCs performed with ICG
fluorescence for the visualization of the biliary tree anatomy. Visualization of at least
one biliary structure was possible in 99% of cases, whereas all four main structures
were detected (CD, CHD, CBD, and CD–CHD junction) in 83% of cases. No major
complications, including biliary injury or conversion to open or laparoscopic
approach, occurred in this series.
Using near-infrared FC (NIRF-C), Osayi et al[18] reported rates of visualization of
the CD, CBD, and CHD after complete dissection of Calot’s triangle of 95.1%, 76.8%,
and 69.5%, respectively, compared to 72.0%, 75.6%, and 74.3% for IOC. In general,
biliary structures were successfully identified with NIRF-C without biliary injuries or
other major complications in 80% of cases.
These data indicated that FC provided a reliable roadmap of the bile duct anatomy,
enabling surgeons to avoid BDIs while dissecting Calot’s triangle.
Identification of biliary structures with FC before and after Calot’s dissection
A review of the literature revealed that a preliminary dissection of Calot’s triangle
led to an overall increase in the identification of all biliary structures. Ishizawa et al[14]
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in 2010 reported results on the first large cohort of patients (n = 52) who had
undergone LC with ICG FC. Rates of visualization for the CD and the CHD were
found to be 100% and 96%before dissection and 100% after dissection for both
structures. Buchs et al[22] concurrently published preliminary results on a series of 12
SIRC cases performed with intraoperative ICG FC. The rates of visualization for the
CD, CHD, CBD, and the CD–CHD junction before Calot’s dissection were 91.7%,
33.3%, 50.0%, and 25.0%, and 100.0%, 66.0%, 83.3%, and 58.0% after Calot’s dissection,
respectively. More recently, Spinoglio et al[23] reported more encouraging databased
on results from a cohort of patients (n = 45) who had undergone SIRC performed
with routine ICG FC to evaluate the extrahepatic biliary anatomy. The visualization
rates of the CD, CHD, and CBD before the dissection of Calot’s triangle were 93%,
88%, and 91%, respectively. After dissection of Calot’s triangle, all of the rates
increased to 97%. Statistical analysis confirmed that the increases in visualization
rates from all studies were statistically significant (Table 2).
Identification of biliary structures with FC in obese patients
Although FC during LC appears to be a safe and effective procedure enabling realtime visualization of the biliary duct anatomy, limited results have been reported for
when patients present with more challenging clinical conditions, such as obesity or
acute cholecystitis. One of the potential limiting factors of the procedure is that nearinfrared light has a penetration capability of only 5–10 mm. Therefore, the
identification of the Calot’s triangle structures can be challenging, especially in cases
where there is an abundance of fatty tissue or severe inflammation of the gallbladder
and surrounding tissues. In a cohort of obese patients[19], the CD, CHD, and CBD
were successfully identified with ICG fluorescence in 97%, 94%, and 95% of the cases,
respectively, and the CD–CHD junction in 82% of the cases. However, some
differences between patients were reported based on a body mass index (BMI) > 30
kg/m2 or < 30 kg/m2[19].
NIRF-Cwas also used to evaluate the extrahepatic biliary structures, before and
after complete dissection of Calot’s triangle, in patients (n = 82) who had undergone
7

elective LC[18]. A number of obese patients were also included (39/82; 47.6%)[18], and
the results were compared to the routine use of IOC.A modestly improved rate for
the identification of biliary structures was observed in patients with BMI <30 kg/m2
(43/82; 52.4%) relative to those with BMI > 30 kg/m2. Only a statistical difference for
the visualization of the CD–CHD junction emerged (24.4% vs 76.8%; P= 0.04).
However, the rates of visualization of the CD and the CBD were decreased in
patients with a BMI > 35 kg/m2 (22/82; 26.8%) relative to patients with a BMI < 35
kg/m2 (91.0% and 64.0 % vs 92.3% and 71.8%, respectively). Finally, in the case with
the highest BMI (63 kg/m2), the only structure visualized was the CD. In all patients,
the CD was visualized at a significantly higher rate with NIRF-C than IOC (95.1% vs
72.0%; P < 0.001), while there was no difference in visualization of the CD in the
subgroup of patients (n = 62) who had under gone both NIRF-C and IOC (98.4% vs
95.2%).
Overall, few results regarding the use of FC in obese patients have been reported.
According to the data available, no statistically significant difference exists between
patients with BMI < 30 kg/m2 compared to patients with BMI > 30 kg/m2, regarding
improved visualization of the biliary structures. The visualization frequency of the
biliary structures in obese relative to non-obese patients, ranges from 92.3% to 100%
versus90.0% to 98.7% for the CD, 61.5% to 94.0% versus40.0% to 93.9% for the CHD,
and 50.0% to 95.0% versus 50.0% to 97.5% for the CBD, respectively (Table 3).There
was an apparent difference only with regard to the visualization of the CD–CHD
junction (61.0% to 82.3% vs 76.7% to 85.3%, respectively).
Identification of biliary structures with FC in patients with cholecystitis
Data were analyzed in the patients presenting with a second complicating clinical
factor, cholecystitis, excluding patients with acute and gangrenous cholecystitis
undergoing emergency surgery. Even in this subset of challenging cases, the
successful identification of the CD, CHD, CBD and the CD–CHD junction was
reported to be 91.6%, 79.1%, 79.1%, and 75.0%,respectively[19].Similar results for
visualization rates in such patients have been reported in a second study: 94.5%,
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57.0%, and 72.0% for the CD, CHD, and CBD respectively[20](Table 4).The number of
patients examined, however, was too small for conclusive determination of the utility
of FC in patients with cholecystitis. For these patients, Dip et al[20] has advocated for
the combined use of FC to identify the CD, followed by IOC to verify the CD–CHD
junction. Preoperative magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) offers
an alternative to this strategy. In addition to excluding the concomitant lithiasis of
the CBD, MRCP imaging allows for accurate visualization of the intra- and
extrahepatic biliary tracts and can reveal a greater number of primary or secondary
anatomical variations due to acute inflammation.
Detection of biliary stones
One of the important applications of standard fluoroscopic IOC is for the detection of
biliary stones. To date, there is no evidence that FC can effectively identify CBD
stones. However, the ability of this technique to detect stones elsewhere in the biliary
tree has not been thoroughly investigated. Currently, results do not support the
replacement of standard IOC with FC in cases where biliary stones are suspected
preoperatively. Biliary stones in the cystic duct observed in preoperative
cholangiography were correctly diagnosed in four patients with fluoroscopic IOC[14].
The fluorescent images were helpful for determining the optimal point for dividing
the cystic duct without leaving stones in the remaining cystic duct. In contrast, FC
failed to detect CBD stones diagnosed before surgery in one patient. According to
Daskalakiet al[19],FC could help to reveal a dilation or gallstones in the CD, but the
method cannot exclude the presence of CBD stones.
Detection of the biliary anomalies and leaks
The ability to detect biliary anomalies with FC has been investigated. Accessory bile
ducts were diagnosed before surgery by drip infusion cholangiography and/or
MRCP in 8/52 (15%) patients[14]; a right lateral, right paramedian, or a left
paramedian sector branch were all draining directly into the CHD. In two patients,
the accessory bile duct was detected with FC before dissection of Calot’s triangle. In
the remaining six patients, the accessory bile duct was observed only after dissection
9

of Calot’s triangle. Fluorescent imaging also revealed communicating accessory bile
ducts between the left and right lobes of the liver in two patients. Anatomical
variations were also identified with FC in an additional five patients (2.7%)[19]. In two
cases, the CD was joined directly to the right hepatic duct, while in a third, the CBD
was completely posterior to the hepatic artery. A fourth patient had an extended CD
that was observed running parallel to the right hepatic duct before joining the CBD,
and the last patient presented with an aberrant canaliculus from liver segment VI to
the CHD.
The ability to detect intraoperative bile leaks with FC has been investigated to a
limited extent. Bile leakage caused by cannulation of the CD in humans during IOC
was easily visualized with fluorescent imaging[35]. However, detection of previously
unknown bile leaks has not been reported.
Fluorescent angiography concomitant with cholangiography
Coupling of the fluorescent angiography with cholangiography has been described
to enable identification of the cystic artery[14,17,25,35]. A second intraoperative bolus
injection of ICG was required, however. In the largest study, the cystic artery began
to fluoresce 20 to 30 seconds after the bolus, and it was identified in 25/28
(89.3%)patients[25]. In two additional studies, the cystic artery was successfully
localized in 57%[14] and 83%[17] of cases.
DISCUSSION
FC has several potential advantages over conventional radiographic IOC. First, FC
saves time, and second, FC prevents BDIs typically associated with a conventional
IOC approach. Third, the technique is more convenient, as it requires only a
preoperative intravenous ICG injection, and fluorescent images of the biliary tract are
obtained in real time at any point during surgery without the assistance of radiation
technicians. Fourth, fluorescent imaging enables surgeons to evaluate the
extrahepatic biliary system easily and within a short timeframe. Lastly, the procedure
is safe. There is no exposure to radiation, and the risk of adverse reactions to the ICG
injection is very small (~0.003% at doses exceeding 0.5 mg/kg)[34]. In short, ten
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characteristics have been highlighted for the use of FC in LC over IOC: feasibility,
cost (cheaper), operating time (faster), specificity, instructional applications, safety,
lack of learning curve, lack of X-ray exposure, simplicity, and real-time surgery[20].
FC, however, also has some inherent deficiencies, namely, the limited tissue
penetration of near-infrared light. Limited penetration of light results in the inability
to visualize deep intrahepatic ducts or extrahepatic ducts obscured by surrounding
organs and tissue. Practically, the technique is severely limited in patients with
specific clinical conditions, such as obesity and cholecystitis, due to obstruction of
near-infrared light.
In conclusion, ICG FC is a safe and effective procedure that enables real-time
visualization of the biliary system. For these reasons, this novel procedure may
become standard practice in order to prevent BDI during LC. Furthermore, the
technique may replace RC as it allows for a more accurate and less invasive
identification of the extrahepatic biliary anatomy tract, which reduces operative time,
medical costs, and major postoperative complications[14,15]. Further research should
aim to assess the impact of this technique on adverse events and long-term patient
outcomes.
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Figure Legends
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Table 1 Detection rates of biliary and vascular structures using fluorescent
cholangiography, n (%)
Ref.
Larsenet
al[17]
Daskalaki
et al[19]
Dip et al[16]
Osayi

et

al[18]
Dip et al[20]
Verbeek et
al[21]
Buchs

et

al[22]
Spinoglio
et al[23]
Schols

et

al[24]
Buchs

et

al[27]
Kaneko et
al[25]
Ishizawa
et al[28]
Aoki
al[30]

et

CD–CHD

Technique

n

CD

LC

35

35 (100)

RC

184

LC

45

44 (97.7)

LC

82

78 (95.1)

LC

43

42 (97.6)

LC

14

14 (100)

-

-

-

-

SIRC

23

23 (100)

-

-

-

-

SIRC

45

42 (93.0)

LC

15

15 (100)

-

SIRC

12

11 (91.7)

4 (33.3) 3 (25.0)

LC

28

26 (92.9)

SILC

7

5 (71.4)

LC

14

10 (71.4)

CHD
35
(100)

180

173

(97.8)

(94.0)
27
(60.0)
57
(69.5)
25
(58.1)

40
(80.0)

27

junction
35 (100)

154 (83.6)

-

63 (76.8)

-

40 (80.0)

-

CBD
35
(100)
177
(96.1)
36
(80.0)
63
(76.8)
34
(79.1)

41
(91.0)
15
(100)

CA

29 (83.0)

-

-

-

-

-

-

6 (50.0) -

-

-

25 (89)

7 (100)

7 (100)

-

4 (57.1)

-

-

(96.4)

10
(71.4)

-
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Ref.
Ishizawa
et al[32]
Ishizawa
et al[32]

Technique

n

CD

LC

52

52 (100)

LC

1

1 (100)

1 (100)

96.2

78.1

(94.7–

(74.8–

97.7)

81.4)

Weighted average, % (95% CI)

CHD
50
(96.2)

CD–CHD

CBD

CA

50 (96.2)

-

-

1 (100)

-

-

86.0

69.4

(83.3–

(61.8–

88.8)

77.1)

junction

72.0 (69.0–
75.0)

CA: Cystic artery; CBD: Common bile duct; CD: Cystic duct; CHD: Common hepatic
duct; LC: Standard laparoscopic cholecystectomy; RC: Robotic cholecystectomy; SILC:
Single-incision

laparoscopic

cholecystectomy;

SIRC:

Single-incision

roboticcholecystectomy.
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Table 2 Identification of biliary structures before and after Calot’s dissection
Ishizawa
Vascular structure

et

al[14]

Osayi et al[18]

Spinoglio et Buchs
al[23]

al.[22]

et

Weighted
average, % (95% CI)

n/total

%

n/total

%

n/total %

n/total

%

CD

52/52

100

46/82

56.1

42/45

93.3

11/12

91.7

CHD

50/52

96.1

29/82

35.4

40/45

88.8

4/12

33.3

64.4 (59.0–69.8)

CBD

-

-

31/82

37.8

41/45

91.1

6/12

50.0

56.1 (48.9–63.3)

CD–CHD junction

50/52

96.1

20/82

24.4

40/45

88.8

3/12

25.0

59.1 (54.1–64.1)

CD

52/52

100

78/82

95.1

44/45

97.7

12/12

100

97.4 (94.9–99.8)

CHD

52/52

100

57/82

69.5

44/45

97.7

8/12

66.6

84.3 (79.6–89.0)

CBD

-

-

63/82

76.8

44/45

97.7

10/12

83.3

CD–CHD junction

52/52

100

63/82

76.8

44/45

97.7

7/12

58.3

Before dissection of Calot’s triangle
79.1 (74.0–84.1)

After dissection of Calot’s triangle

84.1 (78.3–90.0)
86.9 (82.5–91.3)

CD: Cystic duct; CHD: Common hepatic duct; CBD: Common biliary duct.
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Table 3 Identification of biliary structures using fluorescent cholangiography in obese patients
Daskalaki
Vascular structure

al[19]

et

Osayi et al[18]

Buchs et al[22]

Weighted
average,

%

(95%

CI)

n/total

%

n/total

%

n/total

%

CD

99/102

97.0

36/39

92.3

2/2

100

95.8 (92.5–99.0)

CHD

96/102

94.1

24/39

61.5

0/2

0

83.9 (80.0–87.8)

CBD

97/102

95.0

28/39

71.8

1/2

50.0

88.0 (83.1–93.0)

CD–CHD junction

84/102

82.3

26/39

66.6

0/2

0

76.9 (70.2–83.5)

CD

81/82

98.8

42/43

97.7

9/10

90.0

97.1 (94.6–99.5)

CHD

77/82

93.9

33/43

76.7

4/10

40.0

84.4 (78.8–90.0)

CBD

80/82

97.5

35/43

81.4

5/10

50.0

88.9 (84.0–93.7)

CDCHD junction

70/82

85.3

37/43

86.0

3/10

30.0

81.4 (75.3–87.5)

BMI > 30 kg/m2

BMI < 30 kg/m2

BMI: Body mass index; CBD: Common biliary duct; CD: Cystic duct; CHD: Common hepatic duct.
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Table 4 Identification of biliary structures using fluorescent cholangiography in
patients with acute cholecystitis
Daskalaki et al[19]

Dip et al[20]

n/ total

%

n/total

%

CD

22/24

91.6

-

94.5

CHD

19/24

79.1

-

57.0

CBD

19/24

79.1

-

72.0

CD–CHD junction

18/24

75.0

-

-

Vascular structure

CBD: Common biliary duct; CD: Cystic duct; CHD: Common hepatic duct.
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